15 X 15 UTILITY FRAME

We recommend:
• a minimum of two people for set up,
• that you wear gloves,
• that whenever you assemble a tent with hardware at or above the shoulders, you wear a hard hat.

Our frame parts are color-coded for fast, easy set up.

LAY OUT THE PARTS:

Open the parts bags and separate, using the drawing to organize the pieces of the frame on the ground. Start with the universal crown and the corner brackets.

RAFTERS:

• Align the rafters [GREEN] to the universal crown and the corner brackets. Pin the rafters to the universal crown.

• Pin the other end of the rafters to the corner brackets and, if adding an extension kit, to the intermediate brackets.

PERIMETER:

Start at corner bracket and build the perimeter of the tent. Work clockwise and install the perimeter sections in sequence by connecting the perimeter tubing [RED] from one bracket to the next. Work your way around until the entire frame is complete.

Note. Raising the universal crown will help draw last corner together.

CANOPY TOP:

• Unroll the canopy onto a drop cloth and, if it's a sectional top, attach the velcro hook and loop sections together to assemble the canopy. Lay the assembled canopy out over the frame.

• Square the canopy on the frame. Check the corners, hip areas and crowns to make sure the top and frame are correct. Pull the canopy corner ropes to align the corners.

LEGS:

• Insert and connect each top leg section [BLACK] to a corner bracket — work clockwise around your tent.

• When complete, stand under the canopy and fasten the fabric in place by securing the straps and buckles around the perimeter of the frame. Snap the buckles together. Pull the straps to tighten and secure in place.

• Attach a foot plate to each leg of the tent and pin it in place.

• Stake each foot plate.

STAKES AND GUY ROPES:

We recommend that stakes, foot plates and extra guy ropes be used to secure the tent to the site.

SEE SCHEMATICS ON FOLLOWING PAGE.

To disassemble the Utility Frame Tent, reverse the above procedure.